KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
UPPER RHINE

DIGITAL OPENING EVENT
October 9, 2020
10:00 – 12:30 am

WWW.KTUR.EU
The EU project Knowledge Transfer Upper Rhine (KTUR), launched in autumn 2019, marks the start of a systematic cooperation between Upper Rhine universities, research institutions, trade associations and companies in the field of knowledge and technology transfer. Twelve universities from Germany, France and Switzerland have joined forces to promote crossborder knowledge and technology transfer together with industry partners.

During the opening event, the twelve project partners will inform about the KTUR project and present results from the first year of the project’s duration. In topic-specific breakout sessions, you will have the opportunity to learn more about the planned pilot measures, which will be implemented in the next two years together with regional companies.

October 9, 2020
10:00 –12:30 am
Register online via: www.irm.kit.edu/ktur

All presentations and discussions will be held in English.